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About Me
Hi, my name is Meghan Connolly and I am a graphic communication
major concentrating in design reproduction technology at Cal Poly,
SLO. I am from San Jose, California and enjoy music, traveling, and
design. I am passionate about using design and digital platforms to
enhance communications and I enjoy using my love for design to
meet new people and create an inclusive and diverse environment.
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IRB STATEMENT
This project did not require review by the
California Polytechnic Institutional Review Board (IRB).
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ABSTRACT
Khruangbin On Tour creates the opportunity to ideate and promote
Khruangbin’s, a three-person band, tour through branding and
merchandise. The goal is to create visuals, such as a poster or t-shirt
design, to complement their songs and the band as a whole, through
the use of color palettes, typography, objects and illustrations. The
music’s feeling and aesthetic should be reflected in the visual aspects
as it represents the artist overall and speak to the audience.
This opportunity is important because it influences the sales for the
artist, how the artist is perceived through mainstream media, and can
attract both fans and consumers. These are two topics I really enjoy
and hope to reflect that.
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Problem statement

Project objectives

This project creates the opportunity to ideate and promote Khruangbin’s,

The Khruangbin’s Tour Designs purpose is to help design and brand

a three-person band, tour/concert through branding and merchandise.

content for the band’s made-up tour, for their album “Mordechai”, to
increase sales and fan base. This would include designing a poster

Art and design have always been a part of the music world. Now

announcing the tour dates and locations, creating tour merchandise,

more than ever there is an emphasis on design in relation to an artist

such as t-shirts, socks, and a poster, and making the concert ticket

and their work. With the use of color palettes, typography, objects or

with a dynamic bar code. All of these deliverables aid in spreading

photos, there is an opportunity to create visuals, such as a poster or

awareness about who the band is, what they represent and the music

t-shirt design, to complement their songs and the band as a whole.

they make, and increases sales in both merchandise and tickets. Each

The music’s feeling and aesthetic must be represented in the visual

design will relate to the artist and where they are in their life or career

aspects as it represents the tour overall. This opportunity is important

now, gaining inspiration from the album itself, music videos, and the

because it influences the sales for the artist, how the artist is perceived

band members’ artistic philosophies, and aspects of my own life, giving

through mainstream media, and can attract both fans and consumers.

a personal touch.

Although Khruangbin is well known within the music industry for their
psychedelic sounds and eclectic style, they have the opportunity to use
their style of blending global music influences and art to captivate more
fans and form a deeper connection. This is a great way to combine their
love of music and art to promote who they are.
This opportunity is important to me because it combines my interest in
music and art to gain a stronger understanding of the design process
and production in terms of promotion. Art and music, when intertwined,
enhance our senses and stimulate different parts of our mind. Being
able to bridge these two forms of art, while integrating my own style is
what I hope to achieve.

Design/Design Process
Content has a cohesive theme through color palettes and fonts
Design speaks to the language of the audience
Fonts are easy to read, up close, far away, and when integrated in design
Photos and illustrations are consistent and relevant to the artists
Consider space and unnecessary elements in design
Take time to think about the design and not rush ideas

Time-Management
Allocate time in schedule to focus specifically on this project
Check in with my mentor every week or every other week
Schedule office hours to get feedback

Quality Management
Take time to work on each portion of the project with accuracy and care
Do not procrastinate
Conduct accurate research and examples online to format each design
Print poster sooner rather than later
Use resources to my advantage, such as UGS, Adobe Suite, Pinterest, etc.
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Project scope
Within the Scope
The project deliverables, tour poster, band poster, band tee, band
socks, and a concert ticket, should be included in the scope as well as
the process to complete each of these. The process it takes to make
each deliverable, including screenshots, mood boards, project planning,
and research, reveals the time and effort put into the project to create
the highest quality designs and overall project.
Out of the Scope
Excluded from the project should be designing the poster on too many
platforms as it is unnecessary and difficult to complete. Being over
ambitious and limited in time will compromise the quality of the project.

Success Criteria

Timeline
Week 1: Brainstorming and Project Statement
Week 2: Background Research, Project Planning, Mood Boards
Week 3: Project Proposal Presentation, Design iterations continued
Week 4: Design and Branding (Tour Poster, Concert Tickets)
Week 5: Design (T-shirt, Socks, Concert Poster)
Week 6: Design (All deliverables)
Week 7: Design (Finish up designs, present in mock-up)
Week 8: Output (Print Poster, Concert Tickets, T-shirt)
Week 9: Presentation of deliverables
Week 10: Process Book, Project Reflection, Wrap up (I did it!)

Success monitor for each deliverable listed below.
Tour Poster: contains accurate information including all tour dates with

Sep '21
26

a uniform style, font, and colors in relation to the artists and the album
they are promoting. The file size and color profile is correct and print
ready for University Graphic Systems (UGS)/FedEx.
Concert Merchandise: Khruangbin poster design completed in a way
that communicates to fan base and bridges the gap between the artists
music and visuals. T-shirt and sock designs are displayed on t-shirt and
sock mock-ups.
Concert Ticket: Concert ticket contains the necessary information and
the bar code is accurate and dynamic. This includes information such
as location, date and time, section and seat number, and venue name.
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Khurangbin Tour
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Activities
Finish Act2 research
Finish Act3
Begin Presentation
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Branding
Create Mood Board
Create Color Palette
Choose Font Combinations
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Tour Poster
Design Using Illustrator and Procreate
File Format: create each file
Start: tour poster design
Transform: tour dates poster into bill...
Transform: tour dates poster into ins...
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0
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Merchandise
Design Using Illustrator and Procreate
File Format: create each file
Design: poster
Design: front of t-shirt
Design: back of t-shirt
Design: socks
Mockups: free t-shirt and sock mock...
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Ticket
Design Using Illustrator and Procreat...
File Format: create file
Dynamic Barcode
Design: wristband ticket with barcode
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Print Poster!
contact UGS
print and pick up
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Process Book
file and design
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Background Research

Research Highlights

1.

More Than Merch: Why band t-shirts are so important from BBC is

Cutruzzula, K. (2017, June 23). What Makes a Great Tour Poster. Medium. Retrieved

September 30, 2021, from https://magenta.as/what-makes-a-great-tour-poster- 8d2c4dd2fa95.

both an intriguing and useful article for my project. The article starts

2.

out by presenting a report from The Licensing Industry Merchandisers’

Emily, E. (2018, March 2). Why touring will be your biggest source of revenue. Medium.

Retrieved September 30, 2021, from https://medium.com/bandbasher/why- touring-will-be-your-

Association which states that “the global music merchandise market

biggest-source-of-revenue-2464fd47b655.

worth $3.1 billion in 2016, up 9.4% from the $2.83 billion generated in

3.

Forde, E. (2019, November 21). More Than Merch: Why Band T-shirts Are so

Important. BBC. Retrieved September 29, 2021, from https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/
articles/56nG2R2ps7YJCDyG76Wjbvf/more-than- merch-why-band-t-shirts-are-so-important.
4.

Gestalten US Shop. (2020, June 6). Aaron Lowell Denton’s Surrealist Solar System.

Gestalten. Retrieved September 30, 2021, from https://us.gestalten.com/blogs/journal/aaronlowell-dentons-surrealist-solar-system.
5.

How artists are making the most of Merch during the pandemic – Spotify for artists.

2015.” Additionally, “of all music merch, band t-shirts continue to be an
item that sparks fans’ interests the most.” This reflects the importance
of merchandise when discussing an artist’s success and recognition.
The author goes on to explain what makes a good band t-shirt,
providing examples of some of the most iconic band tees, still prevalent
today. Similar to how an album cover reflects the artist and that time,

Spotify for Artists. (2020, August 13). Retrieved September 30, 2021, from https://artists.spotify.

band tees and merchandise such as posters, do too. This article gives

com/blog/how-artists-are-making-the-most-of-merch-during-the- pandemic.

great insight into the significance of band merchandise, especially

6.

through eye-catching and personal designs that connect with fans.

Lee, C., Mastrogiacomo, A., & Trumm, A. (2021, August 17). How to Define your Audience

Demographics to Better Market to your Fans. Soundfly. Retrieved September 30, 2021, from
https://flypaper.soundfly.com/hustle/how-to-define-your-audience- demographics-to-bettermarket-to-your-fans/.
7.

Liang, Y., & Shen, W. (2017). Fan economy in the Chinese media and entertainment

The Endless Creativity of Khruangbin is a beneficial resource because
it dives deep into the band’s creative process and shares their voice
in a personal light. More than statistics, this is a piece that I can gain

industry: How feedback from Super Fans can propel creative industries’ revenue. Global Media

inspiration from as well as an understanding to how they interpret

and China, 1(4), 331–349. https://doi.org/10.1177/2059436417695279

the world around them and turn it into art. Khruangbin address how

8.

stresses arise when you force yourself to be creative, something

McDonald, H. (2019, June 25). Learn How Tour Merchandising Works. The Balance

Careers. Retrieved September 30, 2021, from https://www.thebalancecareers.com/how-does-

I struggle with in school, and using forms of self-care to bring out

tour-merchandising-work-2460898.

that side of you. Bassist, Laura Lee, expresses the importance of

9.

experiencing life through your own eyes to produce the most original,

Philips, A. (2020, July 2). The Endless Creativity of Khruangbin - InterviewA. Notion.

Retrieved September 30, 2021, from https://notion.online/the-endless-creativity-of-khruangbin/.

beautiful thing, a piece I can reflect on when designing the band’s

10.

poster. This article has helped point me in what direction I can go to best

Stop The Breaks. (2016, May 20). How to build up a local fanbase in different cities for

touring. Stop The Breaks | Independent Music Grind. Retrieved September 30, 2021, from https://
www.stopthebreaks.com/touring/how-to-build-up-local-fanbase-different-cities-touring/.
11.

Trabbold, R. (2020, February 25). From Blink to Wu-Tang: A look into the unsung art of

tour poster design. Digital Arts. Retrieved September 30, 2021, from https://www.digitalartsonline.
co.uk/features/graphic-design/look-into-unsung-art-of-tour-poster-design/.
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relate to the band. I can use this to combine my own creative style and
process with Khruangbin’s as inspiration. With words like “psychedelic
sounds” or “magnetic live shows” and “uniquely entrancing” to describe
Khruangbin, the author helps paint a picture of what music they make
and who they are as a band.
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Ephemera Display
Allusion Display
Neue Haas Grotesk Display Pro
55 Roman 46 Light Italic
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design Process
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Mordechai album cover

Khruangbin website

Design iterations

“So We Won’t Forget” music video

“So We Won’t Forget” single cover
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TOUR POSTER
18x24

KKHHRRUa
Ua
NGB
NGBIINN

MORDECHAI
LIVE ON TOUR
2021
k

with special guest
leon bridges

design results

10/22 ASPEN, CO
10/23 BILLINGS, MT
10/24 PORTLAND, OR

MIAMI, FL
ATLANTA, GA
INDIANAPOLIS, IN

10/29
10/31

SAN FRANCISCO, CA
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA

12/7
12/9

CLEVELAND, OH
COLUMBUS, OH

11/3
11/4
11/6

LOS ANGELES, CA
LOS ANGELES, CA
SANTA BARBARA, CA

12/10
12/14
12/16

DETROIT, MI
ST. LOUIS, MO
ST. PAUL, MN

11/7
11/29

SAN DIEGO, CA
NEW YORK CITY, NY

12/17
12/18

DALLAS, TX
SAN ANTONIO, TX

11/30

NEW ORLEANS, LA

12/21

HOUSTON, TX

Ticket information found online @ WWW.KHRUANGBIN.COM.
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12/1
12/2
12/6

©©Khruangbin 2021
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CONCERT TICKETS

CONCERT MERCHANDISE:
POSTER

2x5

18x24

Khruangbin Live On Tour performing
songs from their latest album,
Mordechai, & more.

: B3
: 42

KHRUANGBIN
live on tour

31
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live on tour special guest Leon Bridges

KHRUANGBIN

Oct '21
7:30 p.m.
Fremont Theatre / San Luis Obispo, California

Section : B3 Seat : 42

So We Won’t Forget
AS PERFORMED BY

KHRUANGBIN

Mordechai Tour / 2021

k

For more information visit www.KHRUANGBIN.com

Khruangbin Live On Tour performing
songs from their latest album,
Mordechai, & more.

KHRUANGBIN
live on tour

: C4
: 78

7

k

live on tour special guest Leon Bridges

KHRUANGBIN

Nov '21
7:30 p.m.
Open Air Theatre / San Diego, California

Section : C4 Seat : 78

Mordechai Tour / 2021

k

For more information visit www.KHRUANGBIN.com
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FREMONT THEATRE

SAN LUIS OBISPO, CALIFORNIA

OCTOBER 31, 2021

= Variable Data
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CONCERT MERCHANDISE:
T-SHIRT
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CONCERT MERCHANDISE:
SOCKS
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PROJECT REFLECTION
This project taught me a lot about myself as a designer and gave
me experience in producing designs for various outputs. Working
on this with an open mind and schedule helped me complete this
project to my best ability. Doing enough research beforehand and
creating mood boards really helped me set a direction which I wanted
to go with. I set aside time when we would normally have class and
periodically worked on the design or critiqued it throughout the week.
I think this helped allow the designs to grow into themselves and
myself to get comfortable with them and allowed for alterations with
ease. Additionally, I changed my mindset to be less critical and more
accepting of what I was doing as it was still a learning process. I also
surprised myself with how timely and efficient I was working on this
project throughout the quarter.
One of my biggest challenges was the final concert poster. My brain
was tired and confused at this point and I struggled with direction on the
design. Originally, I wanted it to tie with the merchandise but felt the urge
to do something different. Being able to let go of what I had and change
my mind with design contributed to the finish product. I was able to
put my own personal touch into it, the lawn relating to Dexter Lawn on
campus and each section number being and old room/address, and
make it a memorable moment for me leaving San Luis Obispo. Printing
the tour poster was a long and stressful process. Luckily, I accounted
for this and set apart enough time. My file size was larger than expected
and the manufacturer did not have the exact substrate I wanted, but
things worked out in the end. Having a larger budget to contribute to
the printing process and printing multiple versions would have been
beneficial. I was not used to designing to that scale and being able to
see the physical product made me notice different things than on the
computer screen . Illustrations, type size, proportion, and movement are
points I would go back and look at within each design.
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